THE BIRMAN B A C
Example Show Reports for Probationer Judges

Lilac Point Kitten

A 15 week old lilac point Birman kitten of fair type. He is long in the body and
well grown for his age. Medium width to his rounded skull, the lilac ears rather
on the tall side today. The bite is level, the chin could be firmer for perfection.
Required slight dip to the profile, the nose leather is pale lilac. The muzzle is a
little fine, I would like it more rounded. The mask colouring a pale shade of lilac,
it is of course not yet complete. Almost round eyes of a very good shade of
blue. Clean white paws. The right front glove is lower than the left, white
behind the left glove fairly generous and travels to the stopper pad, I could not
determine today whether the white in fact goes past. Back socks a good match,
the tapering gauntlets appear to be medium in length, they travel half way up
the back of the legs. Medium length fairly thick set legs, points colouring to
legs very pale lilac at present. The off white body coat still baby kitten
texture, is clean and well prepared. A short ruff starting to develop around his
neck, he has slightly curled tummy fur.
Bushy pale lilac tail of good
proportionate length. Delightful temperament on this kitten enjoying his first
ever show.

Red Point Kitten

6 ½ month old red point male Birman kitten of excellent size and boning. He is
long in the body and of good Birman type.
Broad rounded skull, flame red
medium ears are set well apart on the head. Required slight dip to the profile,
level bite and firm tapering chin. The muzzle is strong but could be rounder for
perfection. Pink nose leather, the fairly wide cheeks are still developing. The
mask not yet covering the cheeks, the whisker pads are pale, rather brindled
around his eyes today. The almost round eyes are a clear pale blue. Good
masculine Birman expression. Pure white feet, the front gloves are low and
scalloped. The back socks a fair match, the right gauntlet is very short but still
spurred. The left is much longer and finishes half way up the back of the leg.
Medium length thick set legs and strong paws. The points colouring to the legs
extremely pale, ghost tabby markings apparent. Very good length thick bushy
tail to balance, this also is very pale for a red point. The body coat is off white
and quite a good length, clear under parts, but very curly and greasy here.
Medium length ruff around his strong neck. A big but gentle boy, with a lovely
temperament deserving better show preparation.
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